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1. Physics motivation
I heavy flavors produced in the early
stage of the interaction →
experience the full evolution of the
medium created in heavy ion
collisions
I partons in a deconfined medium
affected by medium-induced gluon
radiation → energy degradation of
high pT partons
I QCD prediction: gluons radiate more
than quarks (higher color charge)
I expected suppression of gluon
emission for θ < m/E around
forward direction (dead cone
effect[1])
I we expect that
∆Elightflavours > ∆Ec > ∆Eb
↓
↓
↓
cone effect
mainly originated dead
increasing with
by gluons
quarks mass
I nuclear modification factor RAA:
observable related to energy loss
effect
1
dNAA/dpT
RAA =
< TAA > dσ pp/dpT
I denominator: expected yield in case
of superposition of binary pp
collisions without medium-induced
effects
I TAA : nuclear overlap function,
averaged over impact parameter for a
given centrality range
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2. D → K π π
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4. Selection strategy - Pb-Pb 2011 @

reconstruction

I 3 body decay →
huge combinatorial
background
I cτ = 311 µm
Requirements:
I high spatial resolution for secondary vertex reconstruction
and track impact parameter measurement
I good particle identification capabilities to reduce
combinatorial background

√

sNN = 2.76 TeV

2011 high statistics data sample, 16 M events, 0-7.5% centrality range
I σvertex : distance of tracks to secondary vertex
Cut variables
I minimum pT of secondary pions or kaons
I decay length (3D) and decay length in the transverse optimized
independently in the
plane normalized to its error (Lxy)
different pT bins and
I θpointing : angle between reconstructed momentum
applied to select the
and flight direction (see box on the left)
candidate
triplets
I θpointingXY : θpointing in the transverse plane
√
5. PID approach - Pb-Pb 2011 @ sNN = 2.76 TeV
3 σ cut on the difference between expected signals per particle species and
measured one in TPC and TOF

3. ALICE detector

6. Raw yield extraction - Pb-Pb 2011 @

√

sNN = 2.76 TeV

Fit function=Gaussian+Exponential
↓
↓
signal background
No PID used for pT > 16 GeV/c

I Inner Tracking System:high (tens of µm) spatial
resolution for vertex reconstruction
I Time Projection Chamber: high granularity for tracking
and dE/dx measurement for PID
I Time of Flight detector: π/K separation up to 2 GeV/c

7. Corrections and systematic errors
Feed-down subtraction
I cross section of D+ mesons from B decay evaluated with FONLL beauty production cross section
scaled by the B → D+ branching ratio, MC efficiencies and TAA
I RAA of D mesons from B decay necessary in the calculation, but unknown: assume Rfeed−down
=
AA
prompt
prompt
feed−down
RAA
and vary in the range 1/3 < RAA
/RAA
< 3 to determine systematic
uncertainty

Fit parameters
(left: Mean,
right: sigma):
data vs Monte
Carlo

Efficiency (figure on the right)
I cut values looser at high pT due to the lower amount of background → higher efficiencies
I better cut selection efficiency for D+ from B due to the higher secondary vertex displacement PID
efficiency ∼ 95%
Sources of systematic errors (figure on the left)
I yield extraction: different fit range, function for background (polynomial), signal extraction (bin
counting after background subtraction vs fit function integral)
I selection cuts: repeat the analysis with different cut values
I PID efficiency: repeat analysis with and without PID
I tracking efficiency: different track selection criteria
I simulated shape of D meson pT distribution; compare results obtained with different pT distribution
I normalization uncertainty on pp reference and TAA

8. pp reference
I selection strategy: similar to Pb-Pb, looser cut values because of lower
combinatorial background√
I 2011 pp measurement at s = 2.76 TeV[3] → limited statistics (58 M events),
covers 2 < pT < 12 GeV/c
√
I 2010 pp measurement at s = 7 TeV[2] → 314 M events, 1 < pT < 24
GeV/c
I pT-differential cross section reproduced within
uncertaintes by pQCD predictions
I no reference for 24 < pT < 36 GeV/c: cross
section extrapolated using the ratio
data/FONLL
I reference at 2.76 TeV obtained via energy
scaling of 7 TeV data using the ratio of
FONLL predictions at the two energies
I good agreement with 2.76 TeV data

RAA prompt D

9. Results
10. Perspectives
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ALICE
Pb-Pb, sNN = 2.76 TeV
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B feed-down
Data driven methods based on a fit on D
mesons impact parameter distribution
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D 0-20%, |y|<0.5
arXiv:1203.2160
D+ Preliminary 0-7.5%, |y|<0.5

1.2

Fit function =
Gaussian+Exp + Exp-Gaussian convolution
↓
↓
prompt
B feed-down

Filled markers : pp rescaled reference
Open markers: pp p -extrapolated reference
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Conclusions
I D+ meson RAA shows a suppression of factor 4-5 at pT ∼ 10 GeV/c
I consistent results obtained for the other D mesons
I comparing to the results obtained from the 2010 Pb-Pb data sample:
. consistent results within uncertaintes
. larger statistics: larger pT range and narrower centrality interval (0-7.5% vs 0-20%)
I comparison to theoretical model suggests that initial state effects cannot account for such a strong
suppression: this indicates that the energy loss mechanism predicted by QCD is at work[4]

p-Pb run (2013)
I information on the initial state nuclear effects affecting charm production
ALICE upgrades
I upgrade program planned for 2018; ITS upgrade aims at
. improved spatial and momentum resolution → reduction of background yield
. higher statistics → high precision measurement down to pT ∼ 0 GeV/c
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